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HOW THINGS WERE DONE BEFORE 

Forms were completed via paper and turned in at the 

end of the inspector shift. 



HOW THINGS WERE DONE BEFORE 

Database was based on Access with no particular 

organization 



HOW TO FIX THE PROBLEM (STRATEGY) 

Identify 

•Identify how they stored their data. 

•Identify all forms used for inspection. 

•Identify areas that can be broken up into section based on cluster of establishments. 

Conversion 

•Converted all data into feature class or tables. 

•Converted all paper forms into tables and stored them in geodatabase and SDE. 

Design 

•Design a database using File Geodatabase and SDE. 

•Create multiple tables as forms to store inspection data, using GUID to link. Establishments and forms. 

•Design a web app that will hold all the data for viewing (Dashboard) and reporting purpose. 

Create 

•Created 21 Areas that each inspectors will be allocated by admins. These areas will also be used as a way to 

•Created a web application that will let ESRI Collector will use  

•Create a web app using ArcGIS online that serves as dashboard. This app will also update data by admins. 

•Created relationship links between Establishments and form tables and published the form tables along 
with Establishments. 



 CREATED DATABASE – WITH RELATIONSHIP 



INSPECTION AREAS ON ESRI COLLECTOR APP 

 ESRI Collector App allows inspector to select area that is assigned to 

them and they can submit forms directly over the app. This will 

reduce paper work and travel time for inspector. 



DASHBOARD APP WITH TOOLS 

 Dashboard app will show admin where all establishments are located 

and has features where admin can assign areas to inspectors. 



DASHBOARD APP TOOLS 



CHALLENGES 
 Setting up standards when deciding on how or what forms are. We went 

through a few iterations of database design deciding to put all the data into 

one table vs breaking out all the forms into different tables. 

 We had to make sure it was user friendly. We could not make assumption 

“inspectors will figure out how to use it”.  

 E-mail violations  

 Data use by inspectors 

LESSON LEARNED 
 In the future we need to make sure all fields are set to text. We found out it 

was best to have all fields in text format because it was easy to manage for 

backend perspective.  

 All fields should be drop down options. It will reduce errors from users. 

 We are still learning and are open to suggestions. 



WHAT’S NEXT 

 For admins we are currently coming up with easy ways to manage their 

data. Currently they have no GIS personnel who can mange it fulltime. 

Thus we have come up with a web form so they can view their data directly 

from our SDE server.  

 Also we are in the process of adding a feature where they can change or 

manipulate their data directly from a web site. 

 We are also creating a .py script for report of all inspected establishments 

and create excel/csv file for admins. 

 Also we need to find a way to e-mail violation to establishments.  



CONNECTING TO A DATABASE: PHP 
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CONNECTING TO A DATABASE: PHP 



CONNECTING TO A DATABASE: 

REPRESENTATIONAL STATE TRANSFER 



CONNECTING TO A DATABASE: 

REPRESENTATIONAL STATE TRANSFER 



CONNECTING TO A DATABASE: 

REPRESENTATIONAL STATE TRANSFER 



QUESTIONS? 


